Chibitronics Love to Code Holiday Card Template Instructions

1. Print both pages on letter-sized heavy paper or card stock
2. Color in the foreground scene on this page, using your favorite method - markers, crayons, paint, or pencil!
3. Cut along the dotted lines around the foreground scene
4. Color in the background scene on the following page, using your favorite method. Don’t worry about painting over the template lines, copper tape will be able to stick to most paper-friendly pigments.
5. Fold the background page in half, along the dotted line.
6. Craft the circuit on the background page by placing copper tape over the gray lines.
7. Place an LED sticker on each of the two red triangles on the template.
8. Stick the foreground scene on top of the background scene using foam tape
9. Clip your Chibi Chip onto the edge of the background scene.
10. Program your Chibi Chip with a festive light pattern that makes the reindeer’s noses glow!

Visit https://chibitronics.com/ltc-holiday-2017/ for a walk-through video and inspiration on how to complete this project!

Foreground Scene
Color in and cut along dotted lines
Background scene - Color in the area below, then fold along dotted line

Check out https://chibitronics.com/lovetocode for this template and more!